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ABSTRACT

Backscattering Tag-to-Tag Networking (BTTN) represents a rapidly

emerging paradigm enabling passive, radio-less tags to communi-

cate directly with each other by relecting (backscattering) an RF

signal supplied by an external un-coordinated exciter. Recent ad-

vancements have taken the capability of BTTN beyond basic com-

munication, empowering the networks with the ability to collabo-

ratively sense and recognize human activities in the deployment

space. The key to this ability is a novel passive channel estimation,

allowing individual tags to measure tag-to-tag wireless channel

parameters without involvement of any active radio. Previously

reported techniques for this sufer from a limitation in that, they

are unable to isolate the tag-to-tag channel of interest from the

wider-range exciter-to-tag channels. As a result, the channel esti-

mates and the analytics based thereof are susceptible to dynamic

variations and clutter in the overall deployment environment, out-

side the range of the tag-to-tag link. In this paper, we overcome

these limitations using a novel collaborative technique thus greatly

enhancing the utility of passive channel estimation in BTTN. We

elucidate our proposed technique using analytical modeling and

validate with in-lab experiments using tag hardware built from

discrete components.

1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of backscattering which entails wireless communi-

cation via relection of external signals is becoming increasingly

popular in a variety of applications [11]. This technology makes for

extremely low power transmitters, often called ‘tags’, which can

function without any on-board radios and without externally pow-

ered components. In backscattering, the minimal power required

for operation is harvested from the external incident signal itself,

allowing the tags to be ‘passive.’ The earliest and most widespread

embodiment of this technology, viz. RFID, is primarily used for ob-

ject identiication [2]. However, in the past decade or so, increasing

amounts of research eforts on backscattering systems are directed

towards enabling diverse forms of wireless communication [1, 3, 12]

including RF-based sensing [4, 9]. This latter capability is of interest

in this work.

Most backscattering systems require one end of the communica-

tion link to have an ‘active’ radio component (i.e., ‘active’ means
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requiring external power), such as an RFID reader. The latest para-

digm emerging in this ield is of Backscattering Tag-to-Tag Network-

ing or BTTN which overcomes this limitation allowing passive tags

to communicate directly with each other [6ś8, 10]. BTTN does rely

on an external source of RF signal that also powers the tag. These

‘exciters’ could be intentionally deployed, or ambient sources like

TV towers or wii access points, so long as suicient received power

is available [6, 7]. Since the constituent tags are inherently low cost,

passive and tiny, one can envision a future where these tags are

embedded in the physical infrastructure surrounding our living

and working environments and also attached to objects within the

environments. This enables a host of ‘smart spaces’ applications.

Recent advancements have taken the capability of BTTN be-

yond basic tag-to-tag communication by empowering them with

the ability to recognize human activities and interactions in their

environment through a unique form of RF sensing [5, 9]. This is

achieved without requiring the human subjects to carry any kind

of devices (device-free). While the basic idea has been demonstrated

in the earlier studies; prior work has signiicant limitations in terms

of isolating and localizing the behavior in a smaller space. The goal

of the current paper is on developing the fundamental techniques

to overcome this limitation.

1.1 Limitations of the State of the Art

A basic setup of a single BTTN link for human activity sensing is

shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A single passive tag-to-tag link for human sensing

Two tags T1 and T2 are communicating with each other using

backscattering of a signal provided by a single excitation source E.

BTTN tags perform activity sensing by employing passive channel

estimation which measures the channel parameters of a tag-to-tag

link [9]. Dynamic patterns in these channel parameters are used to

recognize speciic activities. Typically, the exciter to tag channels

h1 and h2 span large areas while the tag-to-tag channel h spans a

much smaller area in the vicinity of the two communicating tags

(Figure 1). Thus for ine-grain activity sensing, it is best if each
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tag-to-tag link can "see" only in its near vicinity and is "blind" to

events further away. This, in turn, will allow for multiple users in

the environment to be sensed independently and simultaneously

by multiple pairs of tags. However, previously reported passive

channel estimation techniques are limited in their ability in sup-

porting this scenario [5, 9]. Speciically, these techniques are unable

to eliminate the efects of channels h1 and h2 from the measure-

ment of h. As a result the channel estimates used in performing

activity recognition are not purely encapsulating the activity in the

vicinity of the link (the green zone), but include dynamic variations

and clutter in the entire deployment environment (the red zones).

This is detrimental to the desired functionality of human sensing

and analytics in BTTN in two ways: (i) It makes the system highly

susceptible to environmental clutter and noise. Moreover machine

learning (ML) techniques used in activity recognition based on

channel patterns will require retraining in diferent environments.

(ii) Simultaneous multi-user activity recognition is extremely chal-

lenging since activity in far away regions will interfere with activity

within the tag-to-tag channel via the exciter channel.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we focus on passive channel estimation and propose

new tag-to-tag channel estimation techniques that do not have

the aforementioned limitations. We make the following speciic

contributions:

(1) We present passive channel estimation techniques that en-

able the measurement of tag-to-tag channel amplitude and

phase decoupled from exciter channel efects.

(2) We implement our proposed technique on tag hardware

and demonstrate through experiments that, unlike state-of-

the-art techniques, tag-to-tag channel measurements are

unafected by changes in the exciter channels.

2 CHANNEL MODELS AND MEASUREMENT

TECHNIQUES

2.1 Wireless Channels in BTTN

A single BTTN link as shown in Figure 1 consists of one exciter E

and two tags T1 and T2. The tags in BTTN transmit using backscat-

ter modulation and receive using envelope detection. The general

principle of this is similar to prior work in [6, 8]. The tag-to-tag

links are half-duplex in nature, i.e. at any given time, a tag is either

in backscattering (or Tx) mode or in receive (or Rx) mode. Backscat-

tering is achieved by changing the impedance connected to the

antenna which alters the antenna relection coeicient Γ [8]. This

is a complex value with amplitude |Γ | = ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) and angle ∠Γ

= ϕ. The value ρ determines what fraction of the incident power is

backscattered with the phase ofset ϕ. These values are set at the

time of tag design [8].

Let us examine the channels when T1 is backscattering (Tx) and

T2 is receiving (Rx). Assume that the exciter emits a continuous

wave (CW) signal AEcos(2π fc t), where AE is the amplitude of the

excitation signal and fc is the carrier frequency. This reaches T1
over themultipath channel h1. Let us denote the resultant amplitude

(attenuation) and phase of this channel as ah1 and θh1 respectively.

Then the signal received at T1 is AE · ah1e
jθh1 . Using the above

mentioned notations for antenna relection coeicient, the signal

backscattered by T1 is AE · ah1e
jθh1 · ρe jϕ . This signal gets to T2

over the multipath tag-to-tag channel h with resultant attenuation

ah and phase θh . Simultaneously,T2 is also receiving the excitation

signal over the multipath h2 channel with resultant attenuation

ah2 and phase θh2. So the combined received signal at T2 is:

ST2 = AE
︸︷︷︸

Excitation

(

ah2e
jθh2

︸    ︷︷    ︸

E → T2

+ah1e
jθh1

︸    ︷︷    ︸

E → T1

· ρe jϕ

︸︷︷︸

Tag Γ

· ahe
jθh

︸ ︷︷ ︸

T1 → T2

)

(1)

Similarly, when T2 is backscattering (Tx) and T1 is receiving (Rx),

the combined signal received at T1 is:

ST1 = AE
︸︷︷︸

Excitation

(

ah1e
jθh1

︸    ︷︷    ︸

E → T1

+ah2e
jθh2

︸    ︷︷    ︸

E → T2

· ρe jϕ

︸︷︷︸

Tag Γ

· ahe
jθh

︸ ︷︷ ︸

T2 → T1

)

(2)

The passive tag-to-tag channel estimation is achieved by using a

technique called multiphase probing (MPP) [8, 9]. Essentially, the Tx

tag sends out a short pilot probe repeatedly k times, each time with

a diferent, ixed phase ofset (ϕk ). The values and sequence of the

phase ofsets are (ϕk ) ixed by the design and identical for each tag.

On the Rx side, the tag examines the pattern of the received signal

amplitude over the various phase slots and formulates estimates of

channel parameters.

2.2 Channel Phase Measurement

Per the previously reported techniques, the Tx tag sends out the

MPP and the Rx tag determines which slot resulted in the maximum

received amplitude which in turn is used as an estimate of the

channel phase [5, 9]. Let us assume that T1 is in Tx and sends out

the MPP, while T2 is in Rx and the maximum received amplitude

occurs at ϕk = ϕ12. Then, from Equation 1, we will get

ϕ12 = θh2 − θh1 − θh (3)

While this measure does incorporate the tag-to-tag channel, it is

also afected by the exciter-to-tag channels. Now, if we switch the

roles of the two tags making T2 the Tx tag and T1 the Rx tag and

repeat the same procedure, then the maximum received amplitude

at T1 occurs at ϕk = ϕ21. Then from Equation 2, we get:

ϕ21 = θh1 − θh2 − θh (4)

Then from Equations 3 and 4, we get

θh = −
(ϕ21 + ϕ12)

2
(5)

In this way, we can think of the channel phase measure to comprise

two halves each of which is computed at one of the ends of the link

utilizingMPP. Then, using basic tag-to-tag communication [8], each

tag can convey its half-measure to the other. Following this, both

tags can simultaneously compute the accurate channel phase. This

measure represents the pure tag-to-tag channel phase unafected

by the exciter to tag channels. Figure 2 shows the sequence of

communication that the two tags follow in order to compute θh .

2.3 Channel Amplitude Measurement

To measure the channel amplitude, per the existing technique, the

Tx tag transmits the MPP probes while the Rx tag examines and
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Figure 2: Channel phase calculation. The channel is as-

sumed to remain constant during time ∆t .

records the values of the maximum and minimum received am-

plitudes. The diference between these two is used as the channel

amplitude measure. From equation 1, we get the maximum and

minimum received amplitudes and the diference between them as:

S
max
T2

= AE (ah2 + ρah1ah ) ; S
min
T2
= AE (ah2 − ρah1ah )

(Smax
T2

− S
min
T2

) = ∆ST2 = 2AEρah1ah (6)

In equation 6, similar to the phase measure, the channel amplitude

estimated includes the exciter channel in addition to the tag-to-tag

channel. This is the approach taken in prior work [5, 9]. In order to

remove the efect of exciter channel efects we propose a similar

technique to the phase estimation. It is based on bi-directional MPP,

information exchange between two tags followed by simultaneous

computation of channel amplitude.

Note that if there is no backscattering and both the tags in Fig-

ure 1 are in receive mode, then the signals that they receive will

respectively be AE · ah1 · e
jθh1 and AE · ah2 · e

jθh2 . We further note

that both the tags employ an envelope detector for receiving, and

that the exciter sends a CW signal without any baseband modulation.

As a result, when there is no backscattering, the amplitude of the

signal at the output of the envelop detectors of the two tags will be

AE ·ah1 andAE ·ah2 respectively. With this measurement available,

AEah1 can then be cancelled out from the term in equation 6 to

determine the pure tag-to-tag channel amplitude, ah . Figure 3 shows

the sequence of communication and operations in the two tags used

to compute ah .

Since our proposed techniques are based on bi-directional MPP

followed by combined processing, we must assume that the channel

is unchanged during the two (back-and-forth) MPP transmissions.

Since a typical MPP cycle (about 50 - 100 µs) is several orders of

magnitude faster than any human activity, this assumption is true

for human activity sensing applications.

3 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND

EVALUATION

3.1 Setup

For experimental demonstration, a prototype RF tag has been de-

sign and fabricated. This tag implements a multi-phase modulator

and passive envelope detection based demodulator. The tag inte-

grates a custom-made single dipole antenna on a separate printed

circuit board (PCB). The modulator comprises an RF switch that

Both tags compute a
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Figure 3: Channel amplitude calculation. The channel is as-

sumed to remain constant during time ∆t .

Figure 4: Experimental setup

enables selection of one of ten terminating impedances in the an-

tenna circuit. The selection logic is implemented on a low-power

microcontroller. The impedances are preselected to provide a spe-

ciic relection phase and the set of ten relection phases uniformly

covers the range from 0o to 180o degrees (the MPP ofsets ϕk ). In

the demodulator design, the output voltage of the envelope detec-

tor is recorded using separate PCB that integrates high-resolution

16-bit 80 kbps analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The RF tag imple-

mentation that integrates envelope detection with on-board ADC

is being designed.

Figure 4 shows a picture of the experimental setup used for

validation. We use a CW generator at 915 MHz connected to a

circularly polarized panel antenna as the excitation source. The

exciter is set to a power level of 13 dBm at 1m to 3m away from the

tags depending upon the experiment. During the experiments, data

is collected for tag-to-tag distances of 1ftś2ft. In each experiment,

we gather data for varying channel conditions and compare the

estimates obtained by our proposed techniques with those obtained

by the current state-of-the art passive channel estimation methods

[5, 9] that unlike our work here include the exciter channel in the

estimation.

3.2 Experiments and Results

We conduct two experiments for phase measurement. In the irst

one, the position of exciter is changed while keeping both tags

ixed. Naturally, this changes the exciter-to-tag channels (h1 and

h2). However since the positions of the tags are unchanged, tag-

to-tag channel (h) should remain constant, notwithstanding any
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Figure 5: Experimental Results. Blue lines relect the proposed technique and the red lines relect prior work [5, 9].

other changes in the vicinity of the tags. For each position of the

exciter, we have both tags perform MPP probing and independently

compute channel phase estimate using techniques in [5, 9]. Then,

both tags collaboratively compute the phase estimate using our

proposed method (Figure 2). The results are shown in Figure 5(a).

The red lines show the phase estimates at the individual tags using

prior methods in [5, 9]. There, a change in the position of the exciter

causes signiicant luctuations in the phase estimate even though

the tag-to-tag channel is unchanged. On the other hand, the phase

estimate using our technique (blue line) is almost constant. This

clearly shows the validity of our technique in isolating or iltering

out the efects of changes in the exciter to tag channels from the

tag-to-tag channel phase measurement.

In the second experiment, the exciter is kept ixed while both

tags are moved apart along a single line. We see, in Figure 5(b),

that the channel phase measurement using proposed technique

correspond to what is theoretically expected, i.e. linear variation.

The phase measurements using the proposed method could have

a wrapping efect. Any machine learning model using the change

in phase for gesture recognition can use continuity principle to

unwrap it. All graphs in this section have been corrected for it.

Finally, we conduct an experiment to compare the tag to tag

channel amplitude measure as previously reported (i.e., AEρah1ah )

and our proposed pure channel amplitude (i.e., ah , see Section 2.3).

During the experiments the tags are moved closer to each other

in a way that ah should increase. Simultaneously the exciter to Tx

channel is changed such that theAEah1 is drastically decreased. We

see in Figure 5c that the channel amplitude measure per previously

reported techniques (as in [5, 9] that use equation 6 directly) goes

down drastically (blue) even though the tags are actually moving

closer.

On the other hand, our proposed channel amplitude measure is

slightly increasing (red). Hence, as in the case of phase estimation,

our method efectively isolates the exciter to tag channel from the

tag to tag channel.

4 CONCLUSION

Recent advances in Backscattering Tag to Tag Networking (BTTN)

has enabled its use in human activity sensing by developing meth-

ods for passive tag-to-tag channel estimation. We proposed and

implemented collaborative passive channel estimation in BTTN

which overcomes the limitations of prior passive channel estimation

techniques. Our methods enable estimation of the pure tag-to-tag

channel without including any efects of the exciter channel. This

improves the efectiveness, including better localization, classii-

cation and sensing multiple activities in the vicinity at the same

time using diferent tags. While for simplicity we have not yet per-

formed actual human activity sensing in the reported experiments,

we have demonstrated the underlying channel estimation tech-

niques and shown their superiority in overcoming the limitations

of the state-of-the-art.
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